
   Twinkly Twinkly Festoon Multicolor, 40 Smart LED Bulbs, 2x10 m, IP44

Brands

Twinkly
Producer no.

TWF040STP-BEU

Article no.

TWI1015ZZ
EAN / GTIN

8056326678173

MRP

169,99 €

- 40x G45 LED, diameter 45mm, 16 million colors
- 20m length, 50cm distance between LED

- Compatible with TWINKLY Music Stick

- WLAN, supply line transformer up to the first LED 3m
- Exterior or interior lighting - fastening eyelet on each socket

Twinkly FESTOON is the party light chain with 20 LEDs for inside and outside.
Ideal for the balcony, terrace, garden, etc.

FESTOON is 20m long and creates atmospheric light. With just a few settings via the Twinkly
smartphone app, colorful plays of colors and effects can be generated for every occasion or preset
light scenarios can be played.
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   Twinkly Twinkly Festoon Multicolor, 40 Smart LED Bulbs, 2x10 m, IP44

The Twinkly app uses the LED mapping function for the light show, i.e. the app recognizes where
the individual lamps in the light chain are located via the smartphone's camera. In this way, the
light can also be controlled in detail, which lamp should light up or flash in which color. The app is
synchronized with the fairy lights in real time.
Home integration via Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa.

Up to 2 sets can be connected = 40 lamps.
A total of up to 10 devices or a maximum of 4000 LEDs from various TWINKLY products can be
grouped for complex scenarios.

Supply line transformer to the first LED 3m.

Highlights
- Multi-colored RGB LEDs - 16 million colors including white
- App-controlled
- Free Twinkly App for iOS and Android on smartphones and tablets
- Immediate WiFi and Bluetooth connection (for installation only)
- Dozens of pre-installed, customizable effects or create your own
- Support from Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa
- IP44
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